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Preface

This volume V of ‘Cases in Indian Management’ like previous volumes, continues to include
cases contributed by students. There was considerable interest and response from the students. I
have included two cases – Case 5 ‘Long Live ‘The Old Monk’ and Case 8 ‘Kansai Nerolac Paints
Limited- Painters Ki Khoj’. Also, included is an example of teaching a functional area – Marketing –
using a case study approach.

Volume V has 10 cases:

Case 1: The Dubbawallas of Mumbai – End to End Collaborative Supply Network.

A. Rangnekar

Case 2: Managing ‘A Development Organisation’.

B. Chansarkar

Case 3: Aditya Birla Nuvo Grasim – Case Study.

R. Aurora, A. Khaiwale and A. Negi

Case 4: Bujurg Sewa Mandal – A Need For?

K. Mistry

Case 5: Long Live ‘The Old Monk’.

S. Revankar.

Case 6: Fusion for Confusion – Launching of Domino’s Pizza Burger

S. Mishra.

Case 7: Amazon – Innovation for India.

A. Rangnekar.

Case 8: Kansai Nerolac Paints Limited – Painters Ki Khoj.

S. Kamble.

Case 9: On Launching ‘Ladies Fizzy Drink’

B.A. Chansarkar

Case 10: Teaching Marketing with Case Study Approach

A. Rangnekar

Like previous volumes, guide to questions is not included, as this encourages both the students
and faculty to consider different aspects of management, creating discussions and the need of
additional secondary information.

I gratefully acknowledge the co-operation of both the authors and the publisher Himalaya
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., for getting the volume published so promptly and efficiently.

I am confident the readers will find the cases in this volume beneficial and valuable in teaching
and resolving management issues in the Indian context.

August 2018 Professor B.A. Chansarkar
Editor

Mumbai and London
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CCASE1
THE DABBAWALLAS OF MUMBAI – END TO
END COLLABORATIVE SUPPLY NETWORK

A. Rangnekar

Abstract
The dabbawallas are a common sight in Mumbai during lunch hour, but how

do they manage to affordably deliver dabbas or lunch boxes, with 99.9967 per cent
accuracy, without using any technology whatsoever? They use a passionate end to
end collaborative supply chain network.

Background
In 1890, Mahadu Bacche pioneered dabba delivery to cater to customers

working in Mumbai’s textile mills, stock market, merchant markets and docks. The
first clients of the dabbawallas were Parsis, a community which has contributed the
most to Mumbai’s development. By the 1950s, the dabbawallas were well
established with 2500 dabbawallas delivering 100,000 dabbas daily to offices, mills,
docks and traders in Mumbai. Today, 5,000 dabbawallas deliver close to 200,000
tiffins daily, a number which has not grown since the late 1980s. Raghunath Medge,
President of the Dabbawallas Association, is huddled in a meeting with his office-
bearers, mulling on the growth strategies and the way forward for the dabbawallas.
He pauses to think on the journey so far.

Operations
The dabbawallas provide the service of picking up dabbas from homes,

delivering dabbas to the customer’s office, and returning empty dabbas back home.
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The food as well as the outer and inner dabba cases are from the customer’s house.
The dabbawallas charge ` 800-1,200 per month for this service or ` 35-40 per
working day, which is very affordable and deters competition. The same activity if
done by a courier would cost at least ` 300-400 daily. Each customer keeps two
sets of dabbas, one for today’s dabba which is freshly made at home and delivered
by the dabbawalla during lunch. The customer then returns yesterday’s dabba
which he has washed and cleaned and kept in his office. The dabbawalla does not
have the time to wait for the customer to finish his meal and due to busy schedules,
there is no guarantee the customer will start or finish his meal during lunch hours,
hence two dabbas are used.

Figure 1: Supply Chain Frameworks

The end to end collaborative supply chain1 (Figure 1) differs from a normal
supply chain in many ways. The traditional supply chain transfers the raw material
from suppliers to manufacturers who process them and then distribute them
through trade channels to the customer via the retailer (kirana). The organised
retail supply chain cuts down on the trade margins and delivers directly to the
customers through physical chain stores (Big Bazaar). The online retail supply
chain cuts down on the trade margins as well as the physical chain stores and
delivers directly to the customers based on online orders (Amazon). The services
sector provides services directly to the customer (banks) without any intermediary.
A courier service picks up the consignment from the sender and delivers it to the
customer (Blue Dart). The dabbawallas pick up dabbas from the sender (housewife),
deliver it to the customer, pick up the tiffin from the customer, and deliver it back
to the housewife, where different dabbawallas collaborate at every stage from end to
end, to complete the loop.

Organised Retail

Pick-up
Pick-up
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Figure 2: End to End Collaborative Supply Chain

The Figure 2 illustrates the end to end collaborative supply chain used by the
dabbawallas, where different dabbawallas use a baton relay system2 to deliver
dabbas to customers. A dabbawalla D1 begins collecting dabbas from the
customer’s house at around 8am and collects 40 dabbas which he brings to the
origin station by 9am. The dabbawalla’s colleagues also bring their 40 dabbas each
at the origin station, which are then sorted by their destination station. Till this
stage only the group dabbas are handled. As each group does not have the
members to cater to all destinations and areas, they collaborate with other groups
who specialise in different areas. A different dabbawalla D2 either from the same or
different group, now carries the dabba from the origin to the destination station by
train. The dabbas are sorted at the destination station of their local area by
dabbawalla D3 from a different group which specialises in delivery to that local area.
Dabbawalla D4 delivers the dabba to the customer and carries back yesterday’s
empty tiffin. The dabbawalla then has his own lunch with dabbawallas from
different groups. D4 then delivers the empty tiffins to the destination station where
they are sorted by dabbawalla D5 and routed on the return journey by train where
they are carried by dabbawalla D6, who hands over the dabba to the original group
at the origin station. The dabbawalla D1 who picked up the filled dabba now
delivers the empty dabba back home to the customer. So, each dabba is handled by
minimum six dabbawallas, hence there are 12 lakh movements of dabbas in a day
almost without any error, and without using any technology.

8:30-10:00 10:00-10:30 10:30-11:30 11:30-12:00

12:00-14:00

Pick-up

16:00-17:00 15:30-16:00 14:30-15:30 14:00-14:30
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Hub and Spoke Model3

The key enablers of the dabbawallas success are illustrated in Figure 3.
Mumbai’s 165-year old local train service, the cheapest, fastest and most reliable
mode of transportation, carries 76 lakh passengers daily across 150 stations on the
western, central and harbour lines. The 5,000 dabbawallas consist of multiple
smaller groups of 8-20 dabbawallas who ally with each other to deliver dabbas
efficiently.

Figure 3: Key Enablers

Dabbas are collected from homes and segregated at multiple stations, but
delivered to office goers from few hubs or major stations. The smaller stations called
spokes are covered from the hubs on foot using haath gadi (handcart) or paati
(overhead cart) or by cycle (Figure 4 Hub and Spoke Model). Each dabba weighs
around 1.5-2 kg when filled, so every dabbawalla carries 60-80 kgs, and 5,000
dabbawallas carry 300,000 kilos or 300 tonnes of food every day. Over 80,000
dabbas are sorted outside Churchgate station daily during lunch hour4.
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Figure 4: Hub and Spoke Model

Each dabbawalla picks up 40 dabbas from households in the morning and
brings it to a hub station, say Vile Parle, where other dabbawallas from the same
group also get their dabbas. All the dabbas are then sorted by their destination
stations and each dabbawalla carries 40 different dabbas to the destination station,
say Churchgate. These dabbas are then sorted at the destination station by another
set of dabbawallas by their local area, say Nariman Point and each dabbawalla is
then assigned an area within Nariman Point, say Air India Building, where the
dabbas are finally delivered by a different set of dabbawallas. The customer returns
the empty dabba to the dabbawalla, who collects 40 empty dabbas, on the return
journey, to deliver the dabba to the customer’s home before 5pm. If two dabbas are
handled per customer per day, it results in 4 lakh transactions daily, 1 crore
monthly, and 12 crore annually. That the dabbawallas with an average education of
8th standard, make only one error in 1.6 crore transactions, without using any
technology, is mind-boggling and a tribute to their passion and dedication. Their
error rate is lower than the most technically and technologically advanced
companies in the world. The dabbawallas have been conferred the prestigious Six
Sigma certification5, without ever applying for it!!

A Mukadam (supervisor) controls the seamless collection and delivery, and
coordinates deliveries with other groups. He fills in for a dabbawalla on leave, and
knows the home and office address of each customer. The dabbawallas believe in
equal pay for equal effort and total group earnings are equally shared between the
Mukadam and the dabbawallas. Each dabbawalla earns around ` 30,000 a month
and additionally gets one month pay as ‘Diwali’ bonus from grateful customers,
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which is also shared. Each dabbawalla donates ` 30 per month to the Dabbawallas
Trust which makes him a part of the Dabbawallas Association. The unique thing
about the dabbawallas is that right from the president and general secretary of the
association to the dabbawalla, every one delivers dabbas daily!

Figure 5: Area Coding

The Dabbawallas Coding System6

The dabbawallas use a coding system as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The short
forms used in the code are the same as used on electronic indicators on Mumbai’s
railway stations. Hence, Vile Parle the origin station is coded as VLP, and E is the
area code for Hanuman Road within Vile Parle. The origin station and area coding is
alphabetical only, while the destination station has alphanumeric coding (Figure 5
Area Coding). The destination is Churchgate and 3 denotes the Nariman Point area
within Churchgate. The code 9AI12 denotes that the dabba would be delivered by
dabbawalla number 9 within the Churchgate team and AI means Air India building
in Nariman Point and 12 means the 12th floor (Figure 6 Dabbawallas Coding
System).
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Figure 6: Dabbawallas Coding System

With just these bare details, two lakh dabbas are intuitively delivered to
customers on time every time, using only human technology. The coding on the
dabbas do not contain the pickup or delivery address nor the customer’s mobile
number. Different dabbawallas pick up, sort, transport, deliver, pick up and return
the dabba. The pickup person does not know the delivery address, and the delivery
person does not know the pickup address, yet the dabbas are delivered correctly.
Each group has a different colour coding system, and hence if multiple dabbas are
delivered to the same office by different groups, then the owner only has to identify
his own dabba by the colour code, which is the key.

The Dabbawallas Association enforces a strict code of conduct and levy
financial penalties on dabbawallas for not carrying identity card, not wearing white
cap, smoking on duty, availing leave without intimation, etc. What binds the
dabbawallas together is they all are part of a proud heritage, most being second or
third generation dabbawallas. They are from five talukas within Pune district, are
either related or known to each other. Most are from the ‘Warkari’ sect, follow
similar traditions and customs, and are devotees of Lord Vithoba of Pandharpur.
They work as a team, sharing and caring, and supporting each other. In 128 years,
the dabbawallas have never ever gone on strike!

Opportunities and Challenges
The dabbawallas have leveraged Mumbai’s efficient rail system and a simple

scalable business model for decades, which needs no technology, only human
passion. Despite delivering a consistently reliable and affordable service, the
business of the dabbawallas is not growing. The key reasons are - the customer is
not keen on home-cooked food, availability of multiple eating out options on mobile
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apps and around office areas, an aspirational shift to two-wheelers and four-
wheelers from public transport. Also, with everyone in the family working, there is
no time to prepare the morning dabba. The generation next of the dabbawallas is
not keen to join the profession, and the average age of the dabbawallas is over 50
years!

However, opportunities for growing the dabbawallas service abound. There is
growing health awareness among customers, leading to home-cooked tiffins. The
dabbawallas have targeted school tiffin delivery and cater to 22,000 school children
daily. The dabbawallas can franchise or replicate this model in other cities, or get
into delivery of online food orders. Since the dabbawallas meet two lakh housewives,
and two lakh office goers daily, their services can be used by FMCG companies to
introduce and sample their new products to four lakh customers. The dabbawallas
have also tied up with different community kitchens to deliver dabbas to the
working migrant population in Mumbai, who have no access to home-cooked food.

Epilogue
Mr Raghunath Medge, President of the Dabbawallas Association, is optimistic

on the future and says, “Some clients may move away, but children will continue to
go to school and people to offices. As long as people feel the desire for home-cooked
food, the dabbawallas would always deliver”.
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Questions
1. Despite providing an efficient service at affordable rates, why are the dabbawallas

not growing?
2. Can the dabbawallas use technology to deliver a better customer experience?

3. Should the dabbawallas tie up with online delivery agencies like Swiggy to deliver
food during work days and holidays?

4. Should the dabbawallas deliver online orders of online retailers like Amazon and
Flipkart?

5. Design a social media campaign for the dabbawallas.
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